Nashville MM Minutes on Racial Justice

Here are the NFM Minutes:
https://www.fgcquaker.org/cloud/nashville-friends-meeting/minutes/social-justice-minute
https://www.fgcquaker.org/cloud/nashville-friends-meeting/minutes/minute-native-place-names
Work is ongoing on aligning what we DO with what we SAY.

These are the two courses Friends in Nashville suggest:
This is the one with Prof. Barnhart that I appreciated so much. This is the pre-European settler history. The Barnhart is on sale at the lowest it will get, so if you are thinking of seeing it, NOW is the time to grab it. Warning - it is very painful to watch and learn what was done...

https://www.thegreatcourses.com/courses/native-peoples-of-north-america
This is the one with Dr. Cobb from North Carolina that is great, but skewed to the "Cherokee myths" of land ownership. You'll see if you watch when you get to that section! Suddenly the Cherokee inhabited 2-3 states completely, which we KNOW isn't accurate. The Cherokee did survive as a nation much longer than many, so many survivors were accepted into that nation and into the Muskogee nation (as the Yuchi were). - This one is the one from European contact forward, and is possibly even more painful in some ways. It is the "usual price" which is ridiculously high. Wait until it goes on sale!

Atlanta MM Minute on Reparative Justice

Please, tell me if it works. Thanks, Karen
http://atlantaquakers.org/_site_pdf_docs/Minute_on_Reparative_Justice-20210815.pdf

Emory University Symposium on Slavery and Dispossession: 31 videos (focusing on both people of African descent and indigenous descent, wide range of issues and perspectives)
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLDSRylqXP9oGHja1c3mkn0qz8jcVYMNFt